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Mike Barr, with his students and collaborators, has been a potent inuence in the
development of category theory. For a small example I recall with gratitude his con-
tribution to a lecture which I gave many years ago at a categorical meeting at McGill.
At the time, I was interested in using categories to organize universal algebra. For this
I had concocted a device to reduce algebraic systems on several sets to those on a
single set. My device was wrong, and Mike was the one to save me from error on this
point.
Category theory is a major example of abstraction in mathematics. Abstract struc-
tures, applying in many dierent instances, and described axiomatically, have been a
prominent feature of 20th century mathematics. The origin of such abstractions is often
formulated in a very simple way: David Hilbert’s famous and inuential book on the
foundations of Euclidean geometry featured the axiomatic method. Hilbert subsequently
brought Emmy Noether to Gottingen as his assistant; she founded \modern" algebra by
using an axiomatic description of noetherian rings (those with a chain condition); she
inspired many students, and then Bourbaki applied the axiomatic method to all mathe-
matics. This triad (Hilbert to Noether to Nicholas), like the famous Baseball triple play
(Tinker to Evans to Chance) has been a favorite explanation of the history of abstract
20th century mathematics. But this neat tripartite origin is far too simple. There were
many other players and many topics besides algebra involved in eective abstraction.
For that matter, there was even some connection with the contemporary development
of abstraction in art; I will not try here to document these artistic connections (Flat-
land to Duchamps and his \Nude descending the staircase"). I will however discuss
several of the elds of mathematics which employed the axiomatic method { because
this exhibits part of the background for the extensive applications of categories. To
display the growth of abstract and axiomatic development, I rst present a list of such
inuential books and papers, beginning with Hilbert, as follows:
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1898 David Hilbert Grundlagen der Geometrie
1900 David Hilbert (Paris) Probleme der Mathematik
1900 Richard Dedekind Durch Modulen erzeugte Dualgruppe
1903 Bertrand Russell Principles of Mathematics
1907 Ernest Zermelo The Axiom of Choice
1910 Whitehead=Russell Principia Mathematica
1913 Ernest Zermelo Axiomatic Set Theory
1913 Felix Hausdor Mengenlehre (Paul Mongre)
1913 Hermann Weyl The Idea of the Riemann Surface
1912 E.H. Moore General Analysis
1921 Emmy Noether Idealtheorie im Ringbereiche
1929 Otto Haupt Einfuhrung in die Algebra (2 vols.)
1930 Helmut Hasse Algebraic Number Theory (Class Fields)
1930 B.L. van der Waerden Moderne Algebra (2 vols.)
1930 Marston Morse Calculus of Variations in the Large
1931 Kurt Godel Undecideable Propositions
1932 M.H. Stone Linear Transformations, Hilbert Space
1933 Garrett Birkho On the Combination of Subalgebras
1933 Stefan Banach Theorie des Operations Lineares
1934 Gerhard Gentzen Cut Elimination in Proof Theory
1935 Hermann Weyl Group Theory and Quantum Mechanics
1935 Oystein Ore On the Foundations of Abstract Algebra
1936 A.M. Turing On Computable Numbers (Turing Machines)
1936 Alfred Tarski Truth in Formalized Languages
1936 S.C. Kleene General Recursive Functions
1937 Solomon Lefschetz Algebraic Geometry
1938 Seifert=Threllfall Algebraic Topology
1939 Oscar Zariski Singularities of Algebraic Surfaces
1939 L.S. Pontragin Topological Groups (English trans.)
1940 Kurt Godel Consistency of the Continuum Hypothesis
1940 John von Neumann Continuous Geometry; Rings of Operators
1941 Birkho=Mac Lane Survey of Modern Algebra
1942 Nicholas Bourbaki Elements de Mathematique
1942 Emil Artin Galois Theory
1943 Eilenberg=Mac Lane Homotopy and Homology Groups
1945 Nathan Jacobson Structure Theory, Simple Rings
This list { or any such list { is necessarily incomplete; there are certainly other
items of importance which might well be included. But all these items were really
involved in the development of the axiomatic method up till 1945; in particular, they
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were all known to Eilenberg and Mac Lane at the time of the discovery of category
theory { a development which clearly depended upon interaction with various dierent
mathematical topics. It still depends upon such interactions.
The works here listed were relevant not only to category theory, but to a number of
other mathematical directions, as follows:
In Algebra: Abstract algebra
Galois theory
Universal algebra
Lattice theory
Class eld theory
In Analysis: Functional analysis
Rings of operators
Topological groups
In Geometry: Algebraic Topology
Algebraic Geometry
In Foundations: Set theory
Mathematical logic
Recursive functions
Model theory
In this whole context, category theory was by no means alone.
It is striking to note the many aspects of the inuence of David Hilbert in many of
these developments:
In axiomatics of geometry;
in algebraic number theory, as in his famous report;
in invariant theory;
in integral equations (Hilbert Space; functional analysis);
in logic, in his formulation of proof theory and rst order logic.
